
VINCE GILL WHEN LOVE FINDS YOU LYRICS

When Love Finds You Lyrics: Love sure is something no one can explain / It can bring you such joy, it can bring you
pain / And with every emotion, love puts us.

OK, got it! Don't understand the meaning of the song? Gill's unique blend of exceptional song craft and
instrumental ability, combined with one of the purest and most instantly identifiable voices in the genre, has
helped him to consistently produce work that stands head and shoulders above that of most of his
contemporaries in terms of sheer musical quality. Ricky Skaggs and Loveless lend their harmonies to this
Grammy-winning song, which is our pick to top this list of the Top 10 Vince Gill Songs. Vince Gill â€” When
Love Finds You lyrics Love sure is something no one can explain It can bring you such joy, it can bring you
pain And with every emotion, love puts us through There's nothing you can say, when love finds you Love is
the power that makes your heart beat It can make you move mountains, make you drop to your knees When it
finally, hits you, you won't know what to do There's nothin' you can say when love finds you Chorus: Give it
all you can give it, when your love comes around It you put your heart in it, then it won't let you down You'll
find out it's true, baby, someday when love finds you And when you least expect it, it will finally come true
There's nothing you can say when love finds you Chorus. Publish your explanation with "Explain" button.
Revealing that the "lonely sound of my voice calling is driving me insane," he continues to call out, but his
cries go unanswered. Our list of the Top 10 Vince Gill Songs acknowledges the best of his many great songs
from all facets of his career. As dawn is about to break, he begs that they can "find a way to just hold on.
That's an awfully impressive list of the Top 10 Vince Gill Songs, but in a career this expansive, there are many
others we could have chosen. Create lyrics explanation Select some words and click "Explain" button. Click
on highlighted lyrics to explain. The song was a game-changer for Gill's career, reaching No. Although it
wasn't as big a hit as some of Gill's other tracks -- reaching No. One of a number of songs written during a
period of turbulence in his first marriage to Sweethearts of the Rodeo singer Janis Oliver, the song celebrates a
love that overcomes all obstacles, saying, "If they wanna see how true love should be, they'll just look at us.
Share on Facebook Vince Gill songs are some of the best-written and most beloved of the last 25 years of
popular music. This list was originally compiled by Gayle Thompson, and revised by Sterling Whitaker. To
explain lyrics, select line or word and click "Explain". Are there are other Gill classics you think should have
appeared here? Highlight lyrics and request an explanation. Let us know in the comments section! His ballads
rely on a bare-bones, minimal approach that keeps the focus on the melody, lyrics and vocals, which is one of
the key ingredients of Gill's success. As she tries to control her husband's wild ways by taking his glasses and
his car keys, he finds a way to escape again by riding his trusty John Deere, all the while begging his betrothed
for "one more last chance" before she gives up on him for good. Get karma points!


